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1. Would you be willing to run on a slate with other Democratic candidates? 
 
Absolutely. I know that the best way for us to move our city forward is to elect five                  
strong Democratic alderman and a new Democratic mayor. 

 
2. If other Democratic candidates convened on a slate, would you consider pulling out 

of the race? 
 
I wholeheartedly support our Democratic candidates running together. 

 
3. Would you support single member aldermanic districts? 

 
I am completely open to changing the structure of the board of Alderman and am not                
attached to an exact proposal. Our city continues to grow and may be able to now support                 
an expanded board, with single member district or with a combination of districts and              
At-Large members. I think we need to consider options to increase representation from             
marginalized portions of the city. 

 
4. How would you work to make Frederick city more affordable and increase 

livability? 
 
Greater emphasis and requirement needs to be placed on the development of affordable             
housing. The loopholes that have allowed development to escape mandates to include            
affordable housing has been a failure on the part of the city. Affordability and livability               
are fundamentally tied to access and transportation, which we need to increase and ensure              
is effectively reaching outlying lower income areas. Thankfully, we also have areas close             
to the city center where infill development is a viable option and affordable housing can               
be developed. 

 
5. What are your priorities for the city budget? 

 
Our annual budget must start with funding public safety. We also need to invest in               
forward thinking infrastructure and basic services improvements based on smart growth           
principles so that our city stays ahead of development. Maintenance of our parks and              
recreation facilities, which play a vital role in creating quality of life for our families,               
must be a priority as well. As Alderman, I’ll bring my background as an entrepreneur and                
business owner to the city government. We can operate more efficiently and increase             
investment in services to more effectively address pressing social issues including the            
opioid epidemic and homelessness.  
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6. As a city official, what role will you play in increasing access to social services? 

 
Social services are most efficiently provided through a comprehensive approach that           
integrates the work of various agencies and combines resources. Unfortunately, many           
funding structures lead to a stove-piped distribution of services. As a city official, I'll              
need to reach out to agencies in the county and non-profit sector to ensure coordination as                
effectively as possible. Social services also need to be be proactively brought to the              
communities and populations in need. It is not enough to simply post information on              
official websites, the city must put in the leg work to engage with marginalized and               
high-risk communities where they are comfortable and via partners who have already            
established the necessary trust relationships. 

 
7. What are your specific steps to attract and retain young people to the city 

Frederick? 
 
I believe that Frederick should be a destination for young people. Compared to previous              
generations, young people including those with new families, are interested in living in             
urban areas. Frederick is an appealing small city option for younger generations, and I              
think that we already have many of the elements that will attract young people. In order                
for them to live here though, we need to encourage job creation in industries that can                
employ mid-skilled workers and recent graduates, so that young people who aren't quite             
ready for high wage white collar jobs still have opportunities above the wage level of               
retail, food service, etc. 

 
8. Do you have confidence in the Police Department’s leadership? 

 
I believe that the Frederick Police Department has made great strides to modernize itself              
over the last generation, largely due to decisions and policies implemented by it's             
leadership. I also believe that we as a community must always expect that our local law                
enforcement strives for ways to improve its practices and accountability. I grew up in a               
family that includes multiple police officers, and understand the difficulty of that career             
and role in our society. Part of that difficulty comes from the fact that law enforcement,                
like education and health care, must be held to an always rising standard.  

 
 

 
9. What steps will you take to improve police-community relations? 

 
Local law enforcement must continue and expand upon best practices in de-escalation            
and community policing. We need our officers engaging with our community as much as              
possible to develop trust and accountability, a process that can feel daunting and elusive.              
We must continue to build a more diverse police force and prioritize the hiring of new                
officers from vulnerable communities, especially those with histories of weak relations           
with law enforcement.  



 
10. What do you think about the two-day trash pick up? 

 
Trash removal should be understood as a basic service provided by a municipality.             
Adding days to the current trash pick up service will necessarily cost additional money              
though. I would expect to see a realistic analysis of this cost, review of how effectively                
we are promoting recycling, and then would engage in a discussion with the community              
to asses interest in adding additional trash pick up. 

 
11. What would you like to see happen with the Fredericktowne Mall property? 

 
Redevelopment of the Fredericktowne Mall must be based on a thorough needs            
assessment of the surrounding communities and a realistic understanding of the economic            
possibilities that the site offers. Neighborhoods near the Golden Mile are isolated from             
commercial centers in other parts of Frederick. A development plan based on securing             
businesses and services that local residents are currently lacking can both economically            
successful and socially responsible. A walkable development that is integrated with the            
adjacent neighborhoods and Rock Creek could provide a prosperous anchor for the            
Golden Mile and nearby communities.  

 
12. What steps would you take to attract and develop new businesses to the city? 

 
I believe that the city needs to attract new businesses as a way to increase tax revenue,                 
expand employment opportunities, and avoid becoming a bedroom community where          
resident need to commute out of Frederick for jobs. Confronting the city's blighted             
property problem can quickly bring small businesses into the city, as I believe that the               
interest and market exists. The city also needs to pursue an aggressive initiative to attract               
employers that can offer entry and mid level positions to younger generations, who are              
less interested in living and working in suburban campus environments and would be             
attracted to urban areas. Frederick already has an over abundance of available office             
locations to host new employers. 

 
13. What are your branding efforts for the city of Frederick? 

 
Frederick has the opportunity to easily market itself as a young growing city with many               
urban attractions while also offering relative safety and accessibility. We have an            
appealing historic city center with well established neighborhoods and impressive options           
for the arts, dining, and shopping. Frederick is a more manageable scale than living in               
larger cities but also benefits from an amazing proximity to both Baltimore and             
Washington D.C. I am committed to building a progressive and economically vibrant            
future, and we can honestly brand ourselves as such.  

 
14. How would you propose building a sustainable local job base for younger 

populations? 
 



Encouraging new small businesses in industries like hospitality, dining, and          
entertainment will create job opportunities for younger residents. As those young people            
look for higher wages than those industries typically offer, we need to have mid wage               
positions for them to move into. The city needs to attract new employers to existing               
available office locations. That will be intrinsically tied to branding our city as a              
destination for younger people, as increasingly in our national economy, employers have            
begun moving to where the target workers are. 

 
15. Do you believe the representation within the Frederick Democratic Party reflects 

the needs and demographics of the city of Frederick? 
 
I believe that our party needs to continually reach out to and engage with residents from                
our diverse communities. I have seen positive efforts by the party to involve more young               
people recently and know that this is the right direction for us to be moving in. I think                  
though, that our party needs to do more to involve people from our racially diverse               
communities. The fact that our Democratic Central Committee has such limited           
membership from Black, Latinx, and Asian communities is a glaring example for the             
need for active recruiting and outreach. 

 
16. What are some of your accomplishments that show you can be an effective advocate 

for issues relating to young people (18-40 years old)? 
 
As the thirty-five year old father of a young daughter I share and understand the needs                
and interests of my fellow young residents of Frederick. I'm sure that our other              
Democratic candidates share our concerns, but know that I feel these issues with a sense               
of urgency. Every month I am paying off student loans and watching the decisions our               
city is making regarding schools and services for my daughter. My goals for job creation               
in our city are also informed by my experience as an employer myself. I've built my                
construction company, Principled Contracting, from the ground up and understand          
firsthand how difficult that is for a young person to do. For me, it has only been possible                  
due to the work of my dedicated crew, who are overwhelmingly under 35. Ive seen that                
as I raise expectations for our younger workers, they rise to meet them, and that drives                
our company forward. 

 


